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Routing N etwork Structure
Geographical
Proactive Hierarchical Flat
DSDV AODV FSR DSDV STAR GPSR
STAR DSR GSR DSR WRP DREAM






























Node  n1 turns on and 
elects itself as root of 
a new W-Grid 
network
n1 *
Node n2 joins the 




Each joining node gets a 
coordinate as previously 
described
Node  n1 creates a new 
coordinate (split) * by 
concatenating a bit to it
n4 is given coordinate 
*11 from n2
Node  n1 keeps the 
coordinate *0 
*1
Coordinate * cannot be 




n3 is given *01
Node  1 keeps the 
coordinate *00 
Node n4 joins the 
network, a new 
is needed
Node n4 contacts n3 
and n2, it takes one 




n4 is given coordinate 




Node n5 joins the 
network, a new 
coordinate is needed
Node n5 contacts n4 
and n2, it takes one 
coordinate from both of 
them































































































































































































































n4 *11n2 *10n3 *00
n1 *
n2 *1n1 *0
Regions that have been split. They do not 
manage any data but they may be used for 
routing
































example of location service
In an Ad-Hoc Network we can build a location service by 
indexing information about nodes (i.e. nickname, Peer ID) and 
storing their virtual coordinates



































Both n5 coordinates have prefix *1, we 
say that n5 depends on n2. This could be a 















Node n5 joins the 
network, a new 
coordinate is needed
Node n5 contact n4 and 
n2, it takes one 
coordinate from both of 
them





n5 is given coordinate 
*0100 from n4 , *11 is 
not taken in order to 










W*-Grid Failure recovery (I)
• Performed whenever a node nl loses connection with the 
father nf of one of its coordinates cl , obtained by cf
• The goal is contact the closest relative of the failed node 





• The found node ng and the nodes n1.. ni crossed by the message generate 
new coordinates until nl is reached
• nl,ng, and n1.. ni ,set aliases of the form cold = cnew  in order to adjust routing 
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Average Path Length (APL) W-
Grid vs. GPSR
























Average Path Length (APL) W*-
Grid vs. W-Grid
























Number of coordinates in the 
network




























Collaborative signal processing 
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Here comes Data fusion
 Infer global information over a certain space­time region 
from local observations
 Data fusion can be used to allow each sensor to send 
quantized data (decision) to a fusion center
 reduce data size
 prevent overloading the wireless network 
 conserve energy
 Data Fusion it is not just aggregation
 detection (boolean decision)
 classification (multiple values)
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Data Fusion
 Fusion application is challenging in general
 requires time­correlation and synchronization of data 
streams coming from different sources.
 usually requires parallelism
 Sensornets add another level of complexity
 power­constrains
 Fusion is sometimes confused with aggregation
 Aggregation is typically performed on data of same type in 
order to minimize communication
 Fusion is performed on data of possibly different types in 
order to derive a decision
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Serial Fusion
 Requires computing a routing path in the network that 
travels through each sensor
 network graph traversal problem
 need to find the minimum number of hops 
 Must develop practical traversal techniques in sensor 
networks
 use of a geographically­based technique based on the general notion of 
space­filling curve
 Depth­first traversal 
 geographically based intelligence as to which unvisited neighbor should 
be traversed next, where more than one is available
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Nodes Traversal(I)
 Space­filling curves 
 mapping of any point in the space to a corresponding point on the curve
 The traversal starts from a specific node
 use of a message or agent 
 each node knows its neighbors(identifications and coordinates)
 At each node, let say P
 the agent orders all unvisited neighbors of P by their curve indices
 the unvisited neighbor which is next in this order is visited
 If the agent (or message) finds itself at a node P with no 
unvisited neighbor it backtracks
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Nodes Traversal(II)
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Alcune possibili applicazioni
 Outdoor
 Ambientali Estreme
• riconoscere/prevedere tsunami dal moto ondoso e segnalazione via 
satellite solo se la probabilità supera una soglia fissata
• idem per eruzioni vulcaniche, tornado etc.
 Agricoltura di precisione
 monitoraggio di piantagioni per riconoscere/prevedere insorgenza 
malattie, deterioramento/maturazione prodotti, precipitazioni etc.  
 Indoor 
 Controllo dei processi produttivi
 Domotica
 risparmio energetico tramite anche apprendimento delle abitudini delle 
persone, sicurezza, intrusioni, wellness
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Sviluppo della ricerca
 Studio e implementazione di tecniche per 
l'ottimizzazione del sistema:
 Analisi degli effetti della presenza di alias all'aumentare del 
tempo di vita della rete
 Consentire il riutilizzo di coordinate appartenute a nodi usciti 
dalla rete
 Introdurre nel simulatore mobilità dei sensori e/o di 
attori che attraversano la rete statica
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Sviluppo della ricerca
 Simulare reti P2P mobili costituite da sensori, palmari, 
computer che formano reti metropolitane 
 informazioni immesse in rete alla p2p per scopi sociali, 
commerciali, di emergenza e pubblica utilità
 Implementare nel simulatore diversi scenari
 Numerosità dei partecipanti
 Densità e distribuzione
 Aggiungere al simulatore nuovi algoritmi con cui 
confrontarsi
 Es. AODV, DSR
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Grazie!
